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Closeness 

Arabic has a dual tense: jooj taliban taktebani means “two students write” and is distinct 

from the verb forms ‘he writes’ and ‘they write.’ It refers, clearly and specifically, to a pair. A 

dual tense in English would better describe moments of intimacy that captivate me in Morocco: 

Five men sit around a table, dressed smartly in suit jackets and leather shoes. They are 

laughing, smoking, drinking espresso, and watching two young Moroccan women stroll by. 

Their fingers are laced together, and their bodies separate slightly to weave past the circle of 

men. My attention suddenly shifts back to the table, where one man casually rests his hand on 

the upper thigh of his neighbor. On the bus to Chefchauoen, Mike sleeps next to me while I listen 

to music. We are a bizarre reflection of the scene directly across the aisle where two young 

Moroccan men are doing the exact same thing, except that my Moroccan counterpart has his arm 

nestled around the back of his sleeping companion.  

I never expected public displays of same-sex affection to be ubiquitous and natural in 

Morocco. Perhaps recasting these scenes in Arabic would employ conjugations that highlight 

physicality between people, lending concrete linguistic form to these confusing displays of 

intimacy. Although I conceive of Moroccan culture as closed and conservative, intimacy 

flourishes: explicitly and abstractly, sacredly and simply.  

Although signs of intimacy abound, it is unclear whether I should partake in customs 

whose very existence makes me uncomfortable. Leaving school today, I ran into my younger 

brother Mohammed in the cobbled arteries of the medina. We shook hands and he pulled me 

close to plant a dry kiss in front of each of my ears, his zealous tug compensating for my 
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statuesque reticence. Flustered, I headed home while he ventured deeper into the tangle with his 

friends. For the first time, my key slid into the front door without resistance and I let myself in 

quietly, proud that I avoided the usual racket I make upon returning. Salaam! I cried out as I 

entered the living room, where my older brother and sister were sitting and talking. Enis smiled 

and returned my greeting, while Fatima emit a surprised squeal and stared at me shocked and 

wide-eyed. She looked younger than I remembered, and her black hair was short and wavy. For 

the first time I was seeing her without her headscarf on, and cold shame broke over me. I quickly 

averted my eyes and retreated to my room upstairs.  

 I could hear that Fatima was rattled. I thought it would be Mohammed! She shouted in 

rushed Arabic. Enis laughed, which reassured me that I hadn’t broken any serious mores. When I 

peeked downstairs, face flushed and red from my blunder, Fatima was reclining on the couch 

donning a shimmering teal scarf over her hair.  

 There are intimate spaces, like those shared between siblings, which others are forbidden 

to enter. This afternoon, I feel no animosity or discomfort, but I half expect to hear the shards of 

broken privacy crunch underneath my sandals when I make my way to the table for lunch. I feel 

like an invader, a guest who overstayed his welcome. I sit down, dismayed, and am viscerally 

reminded that while intimacy is fragile it is also unavoidably quotidian in Morocco.   

 A round is taken hastily from the wicker basket and scored with a sharp knife. Deft hands 

twist the loaf apart along the cuts and hearty chunks are distributed around the table. I tear a 

small piece off my allotment and join the rapacious milieu clawing at the communal dish of 

lentils and chicken. Salty juices wind a gleaming trail down my forearm. Even before I have 

consumed the last of my bread I feel the knees of my neighbor flex and push outward against 

mine. When things are always present I tend to ignore them: that’s why I had forgotten those 
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knees were touching mine. But now sinews tighten and a torso on my right bends forward and 

those knees press outward and more bread falls in front of me. These knees, and the knees 

pressing similarly on my left, have been here all along. This realization seeps into the recent past 

with a nascent luminescence. Neon arrows flash above the bent legs in these rearticulated 

memories. Why did I fail to recognize this closeness? It is routine: oily arms reach through each 

other, mouths slurp from the shared clay cup, bare feet knock beneath the small table. All the 

while my knees are hugged on both sides by other legs. Proximity invades mealtime until its 

manifestations reach all the way to the mundane: the interchangeable, shared sandals lining the 

edge of the table; the cloth napkin making a round to wipe soiled mouths. Crashing into 

unexpected barriers sends me reeling, but the absence of familiar borders is equally disorienting. 

I cautiously navigate the rest of the day, finally crumpling into bed to wonder if tomorrow will 

be the day I see from the Moroccan side of this double-edged intimacy. 

 I am awake at six-thirty, lethargically following my brother Mohammed through 

winding. Though the sun’s blooming light has washed the sky in a soft blue its warm rays have 

yet to fall inside the walls of the medina. I rose before sunrise to go on a run with my brother and 

his friends, but they aren’t ready yet, so Mohammed and I crouch in a doorframe, shivering in 

the frigid air. I nudge him with my elbow and exhale deeply, watching tendrils of my breath 

condense, fringe and dissipate like a plume of ink suspended in water. Finally we are joined by 

the stocky seventeen-year-old Mehdi, and the three of us scramble to an adjacent alley to wait for 

one last companion. We cram into a small warm entryway insulated from the road by a 

corrugated tin door. Immediately, the sound of footsteps in the street silences our hushed chatter. 

Three hollow metallic knocks indicate that someone is standing next-door. Mehdi stoops to peer 

through a large hole in the wall and begins to convulse with laughter. Mohammed grabs him by 
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the crook of his arm and jerks him back with a sharp ssh! Medhi presses his forehead into 

Mohammed’s firm chest and grasps his lean forearm with both hands, as if maximizing physical 

contact will have a silencing effect on his giggles. The laughter doesn’t stop, and after a second 

Mehdi reaches an arm around Mohammed’s neck and whispers something hilarious. He draws 

his head down, gazing into my brother’s eyes, and they both crack up.  

 Shnoo? I inquire in hushed Arabic. What’s so funny? 

 Mehdi’s face turns towards mine. He pulls away from Mohammed and brings his lips 

right up to my ear, so close that I feel his hot breath on my cheek before I decipher the word it 

carries. Cowboy! 

 I look through the peephole and see a young man donning a tattered straw hat and muddy 

jeans reclining absentmindedly near the unanswered door. The two friends clustered behind me 

look up with bright, expectant eyes (imagine writing this in a specific dual tense: ‘two look up, 

two pairs of constricted pupils glimmer in the gray morning light’). Medhi slowly raises a hand 

above his head and flicks around an invisible lasso. My mouth splits into a smile and I 

accidentally chuckle, setting off a collective avalanche of laughter that surges out of our dark 

alcove. The confused cowboy looks around before turning with a shrug and heading back to the 

road. I rejoin the huddle, still laughing and shivering, party to a joke whose humor mostly 

escapes me. The bodies next to mine expand into my ribs with every shallow inhalation, beating 

an asynchronous pulse that rises in the heavy air. Three are huddled: can any language capture 

this intimacy? Or, perhaps better, can you feel it? 


